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Gonell Homes

Applying military training to a home building business

Will Gonell, former New
Yorker, former Marine,
former cop, finds his past
training gives him an edge
in the contracting industry
in Toronto.
“In the military, you
move as a unit. You care
more about the guy next
to you than yourself,” says
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Gonell, who grew up in
a rough neighbourhood
in New York, joined the
Marines at a young age and
put in eight years, some
of those in active service
that included a tour of Iraq.
While he was in the reserves
and just doing periodic service, he joined the New York
police force and patrolled
his own neighbourhood.
In 2009, he met
Torontonian Andrea Cook

Company name: Gonell Homes
Location: Toronto
Specializing in: Renovations, new builds,

green buildings
Number of employees: 6
Revenue: $5 million
Website: GonellHomes.ca
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Solid Training: Will Gonell
took an unusual route to
becoming a homebuilder

Gonell, who’s been running
Gonell Homes since 2013.
“I’m big on team.” His team
goes through each job systematically until it’s done to
perfection. In the military’s
hierarchy, seniors teach
newcomers, and Gonell does
the same, bringing in green
new recruits and sharing
his expertise personally, but
also through social media.
Meanwhile, police work
taught him to read people.
He looks at new clients
and trades with a careful
eye, and can predict which
relationships will work out,
and which to walk away
from. It doesn’t hurt that
clients worry about getting
scammed by contractors,
so will immediately trust a
former cop.

while on vacation, and the
two started a long-distance
relationship. He moved to
Canada 2011.
This city boy had
recently picked up some
renovation skills, and
though it would be a great
opportunity for his new life
in Toronto. So he started
getting up early and driving
around his neighbourhood
to stop at job sites to ask
for work. “Do you think I’m
crazy?” was the common
reply. One contractor, how-
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ever, took a chance. Gonell
found himself digging for
a month straight to prove
himself, then his new boss
taught him all he knew,
including green construction
skills, which included using
insulated concrete forms
(ICFs). Gonell learned fast
and had a natural feel for
the other aspects of the
industry too. “I’m good with
people,” he says.
In 2013, Gonell launched
his own company, doing a
bathroom for a woman his
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FEBRUARY/MARCH
CALENDAR
COUNTDOWN

February 14
Valentine’s Day
Don’t forget to pick up
something special for that
special person in your life.
Unless of course you’d
rather sleep on the sofa.

wife knew from her job in
the advertising industry.
“All my work stemmed from
her referrals,” says Gonell,
who was soon booked up
and taking on bigger jobs.
Now, he’s got a team
of five doing increasingly ambitious work. He
sometimes partners with
his old boss, including
on a recent project for a
$6.5-million, 18,000-sq.
ft. luxury suburban home.
This state-of-the-art green
home was made from ICFs
and included solar panels,
rainwater recycling, and
triple-paned windows.
Coming up, this happily
settled new Torontonian –
now a dad with a toddler
daughter and two stepdaughters – is embarking
on some big additions and
doing some new builds
too. Expect him and his
team to pull them off with
military precision.
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February 19
NBA All-Star Game
The 66th annual NBA
All-Star Game takes place
at the Smoothie King
Center, home of the New
Orleans Pelicans. Seriously, who came up with
these names?

February 20
Family day
In Alberta, Saskatchewan,
and Ontario it’s Family
Day today. On PEI they
celebrate Islander Day,
while Nova Scotians take
Heritage Day off, and in
Manitoba they recognize
Louis Riel Day. Just to be
different, B.C. holds
Family Day a week earlier,
on February 13.
March 9
World Baseball
classic starts
With rosters consisting of
a mix of players from
Major League Baseball,
the Nippon Professional
League in Japan, and
other lower-tier leagues,
teams representing 16
countries compete in
baseball’s version of the
soccer World Cup.
Canada, managed by
former Blue Jays’ catcher
Ernie Whitt, have their
first game in Miami
against the Dominican
Republic on March 9.
The winner-take-all
championship
game is on
March 22.

March 12
Daylight saving
time ends
We lose an hour of sleep
on Saturday night when the
clock’s “spring” forward. On
the upside, the drive to
work on Monday will be a
little less dreary. Though
keep your eyes open for
weary drivers. Also, the fire
department reminds you to
change the backup
batteries in your smoke and
CO detectors today.

March 17
St. Patrick’s Day
It’s the one day a year
we’ll all Irish. Sláinte!
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Freeloaders
Keep an eye on neighbours
looking for free labour
Congratulations to
Vince Meagher of BVM
Contracting in Toronto for
submitting the winning
entry in our contest on dealing with nosy neighbours.
In future, he’ll be able to
drown them out by turning
on his prize, a Milwaukee
M18 Jobsite Radio/Charger,
and cranking it to 11.
We started a home
addition project in the east
end of Toronto early in
2015, and it looked like we
were going to have smooth
ride through the process
because the clients seemed
like genuinely great people.
This all came to a crashing
halt once the work actually
started. The clients were
fine; it was the neighbours
who were the problem.
We were flanked by
neighbours on both sides,
and the neighbour immediately across the street
who all had axes to grind.
We received three or four
emails every week from
the neighbours addressing
their concerns about things
that did not concern them,
and they really stressed
out our clients.
One even tried to dictate
where to move one of our
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client’s windows (which was
already approved for permit
and framed out), and told
them them which type of
windowpane to install.
Once the project was
nearing completion, we
received an email from the
same neighbours telling us
that we broke their basement window wells in the
process of the renovation.
They were broken before
we got there we didn’t even
do any work on that side of
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the house. Unfortunately,
we had no proof because
we didn’t think to take
pictures of that neighbour’s
side wall. Lesson learned….
For the sake of our company’s reputation we fixed
the wells free of charge.

They also accused us of
ruining the parging cement
on their walls, and we again
fixed it free of charge. Oh
what great memories!
The clients were great people.
It was the neighbours who
had axes to grind – and were
looking for free labour.
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Balancing Act

Kohler’s new compact, Rite-Temp
universal valve system

Hot or cold, the reaction
to getting sprayed with
an unexpected blast of
water in the shower when
someone turns on the
dishwasher or flushes a
toilet is so visceral that it’s
become a comedic trope
frequently used for a quick
laugh in movies and on TV.
But it’s only funny if you’re
not the person getting
shocked out of their skin.
“If there’s a sudden drop
in cold-water pressure you
could have a potentially dan-
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gerous scalding situation,”
says Leslie Petch, Kohler’s
senior product manager
for showering.
It’s also something no one
should ever have to experience. For decades now,
companies such as Kohler
have been protecting homeowners from shock with
pressure-balancing valves.
There are two different
methods for achieving
pressure balance: a rubber
diaphragm or a sliding
metal piston. Kohler opted
for the diaphragm system
with its Rite-Temp valve.
When the pressure is
balanced, the hot and cold
water keep the rubber
membrane flat. But when
there’s a drop in either
supply, the diaphragm
distorts, closing the feed
on one and opening it up
on the other to maintain
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Shower shocks:
A thing of the past.

equilibrium “almost instantaneously,” says Petch.
“We believe it’s a superior
technology,” he adds. “The
rubber is constantly flexing,
making it more resistant to
lime-scale build up.”
While the Rite-Temp
valve has been around since
the 1980s – “It’s extremely
reliable and well-loved by
the installers who use it,”
says Petch – Kohler has
recently introduced a new
and improved version.
The key advantage of
the redesigned Rite-Temp
valve is its smaller size. “The
body is significantly smaller,
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which makes installation a lot
easier, particularly in remodelling situations,” says Petch.
Mounted on a 2x4 at the
back of the shower space,
it can accommodate tile or
other surface finishes from
¾" to 1 1/2 " thick. (In situations where the rough-in
has been done deeper than
standard, there’s a deep
rough-in kit available.)
The smaller size also makes
it a great option for commercial installations such
as hotels where you’ll have
back-to-back installations.
Another unique feature is
that it doesn’t matter which

way you orient the unit – up or
down – it will work either way.
Finally, there are optional
service shutoffs, easily
accessible behind the cover
trim. This allows contractors
to cap the system and run
a flush and pressure test
during initial installation,
then finish the installation
weeks or months later. The
shutoffs are made from an

engineered resin rather than
metal, again with the goal to
minimize the risk of seizing
in a hard water application.
The brass valve maintains the temperature to
within +/- 3 o Fahrenheit with
5-gallons per minute flow,
and is designed to link with
threaded connections, PEX,
or sweated joints.
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Burning Down
The House
If it’s broke, fix it
Smoke Signals
Kidde Combo Smoke and
Carbon Monoxide Alarm
Models affected: Nighthawk
KN-COSM-IBCA and
KN-COSM-ICA
Sold: Approximately 1.5million of the affected units
were sold in Canada, between
June 1, 2004 and March
2011. A further 3.6-million
were sold in the U.S.
Potential problem: After seven
years, the unit can falsely
indicate that it’s working
properly when it in fact may
fail to detect a problem.
Contact: Kidde Canada:
855-239-0490; Kidde.com

All Washed Up
Samsung
Top-Load Washers
Models affected:
18 different models
Sold: Approximately
245,000 units of the
affected products were
sold in Canada between

March 2011 and April 2016.
Potential problem: Bulky items
can cause excess vibration
to the point that “the
washing machine top may
suddenly detach during the
spin cycle.” In Canada,
there have been 64 incidents reported, with 11
resulting in minor property
damage. In the U.S., injuries
have included a broken jaw
and shoulder damage.
Contact: Samsung
Electronics Canada Inc.:
Samsung.com
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All Washed Up II
GE Profile Harmony
Top-Load Clothes Washers
Models affected: Washers with
model numbers starting
with WPGT9350,
WPGT9360, and
WPGT9150. Only model
WPGT9150 was sold
in Canada.
Sold: Approximately 455
units were sold in Canada
(and 220,000 in the U.S.)
between 2008 and 2011.
Potential problem: The main
circuit board can overheat,
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El Diablo
is in the details
A new 7¼" framing saw blade
helps you up your game
leading to a risk of fire.
There have been 71 incidents reported to date,
with three leading to
property damage.
Contact: MC Commercial Inc.:
844-315-9255;
GEAppliances.ca

The Skygarden is Falling
Flos Skygarden Halogen
Pendant Light Fixtures
Models affected: S1 and S2
Sold: Approximately 220
were sold in Canada
between January 2008
and June 2016.
Potential problem: The glass
dome can detach from the
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fixture. No injuries have
been reported. Yet.
Contact: Flos: 888-952-9541;
USA.Flos.com

In Related News…
Samsung Note 7
Smartphones
Models affected: All of them
Sold: Approximately 39,000
of the recalled smartphones were sold or
distributed in Canada,
between August 19, 2016
and October 10, 2016.
Potential problem: If you didn’t
get the news about this
one, it’s likely because your
Samsung Note 7 self-immolated. The device’s lithiumion battery can overheat
and catch fire. Health
Canada’s advice is unequivocal: “Consumers should
immediately stop using and
power down the Samsung
Note 7 smartphone and
return the phone to their
point of purchase for an
exchange or device refund.”
Contact: Samsung
Electronics Canada Inc.:
855-747-6520

Diablo Tools has just released a powerful new 24-tooth,
7¼" framing blade that the manufacturer claims will last
five times longer than comparable blades, and will allow
you to get 65 percent more cuts per charge when used
in a cordless circular saw. An impressive demo video
(available at UpYourCuttingGame.com) shows a circular
saw slicing through nail-embedded lumber like butter.
The laser-cut thin kerf blade will cut through any
lumber or plywood that a roofer, framing, or general
contractor comes across. Other features include an
anti-vibration design, and the Perma-Shield non-stick
coating to minimize heat and gumming.
DiabloTools.com
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Fore! I mean, duck!
A Canadian company lands a historic contract

Anyone who is a serious
golfer dreams of one day
playing a round at the
historic Old Course at St.
Andrews in Fife, Scotland.
It is after all billed as “the
home of golf.” So it was
quite a prestigious coup for
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Calgary-based G.E.M. Inc.
to land the contract to supply
the new roofing for the fivestar Old Course Hotel that
sits as a majestic backdrop
to the 17th hole.
The building’s current
slate roof is only 28-yearsold, but has been badly
damaged by decades of
errant golf balls. G.E.M.’s
Canadian-invented,
Canadian-made Euroshield
Heritage Slate was the ideal
replacement roofing material. Why? The realistic-looking slate shingles are actually
made of 70 percent recycled
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rubber, enabling them to
absorb and deflect impacts
without damaging them.
The product’s 50-year, nonpro-rated warranty even

covers hail up to 2" in diameter. So once the new roof is
in place, amateur duffers are
welcome to shank and slice
to their hearts’ content. RC
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